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Grade 6Apply and extend previous understandings of arithmetic to alge-braic expressions Students have been writing numerical expres-
sions since Kindergarten, such as
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In Grade 5 they used whole number exponents to express powers of
10, and in Grade 6 they start to incorporate whole number exponents
into numerical expressions, for example when they describe a square
with side length 50 feet as having an area of 502 square feet.6.EE.1 6.EE.1Write and evaluate numerical expressions involving

whole-number exponents.Students have also been using letters to represent an unknown
quantity in word problems since Grade 3. In Grade 6 they begin to
work systematically with algebraic expressions. They express the
calculation “Subtract � from 5” as 5 �, and write expressions for
repeated numerical calculations.MP8 For example, students might be MP8 Look for regularity in a repeated calculation and express it

with a general formula.asked to write a numerical expression for the change from a $10 bill
after buying a book at various prices:

Price of book ($) 5�00 6�49 7�15
Change from $10 10 5 10 6�49 10 7�15

Abstracting the pattern they write 10 � for a book costing
� dollars, thus summarizing a calculation that can be carried out
repeatedly with different numbers.6.EE.2a Such work also helps stu-

6.EE.2a Write, read, and evaluate expressions in which letters
stand for numbers.

a Write expressions that record operations with numbers
and with letters standing for numbers.dents interpret expressions. For example, if there are 3 loose apples

and 2 bags of A apples each, students relate quantities in the situ-
ation to the terms in the expression 3 2A.

As they start to solve word problems algebraically, students also
use more complex expressions. For example, in solving the word
problem

Daniel went to visit his grandmother, who gave him
$5.50. Then he bought a book costing $9.20. If he has
$2.30 left, how much money did he have before visiting
his grandmother?

students might obtain the expression � 5�50 9�20 by following the
story forward, and then solve the equation � 5�50 9�20 2�30.•

• Notice that in this problem, like many problems, a quantity,
“money left,” is expressed in two distinct ways:

1. starting amount amount from grandma amount spent

2. $2�30

Because these two expressions refer to the same quantity in the
problem situation, they are equal to each other. The equation
formed by representing their equality can then be solved to find
the unknown value (that is, the value of the variable that makes
the equation fit the situation).

Students may need explicit guidance in order to develop the strategy
of working forwards, rather than working backwards from the 2�30
and calculating 2�30 9�20 5�50.6.EE.7 As word problems get more

6.EE.7Solve real-world and mathematical problems by writing
and solving equations of the form � � � and �� � for
cases in which �, � and � are all nonnegative rational numbers.

complex, students find greater benefit in representing the problem
algebraically by choosing variables to represent quantities, rather
than attempting a direct numerical solution, since the former ap-
proach provides general methods and relieves demands on working
memory.
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